Summer 2012
Archaeology Field School Application Supplement
Please answer the following questions and submit to LdM Student Services + Academic Relations along with
your LdM Study Abroad Program Application.
Name (first)

(middle initial)

(last)

Home Institution (if applicable):
The LdM-CAMNES Archaeology Field School represents a new approach in studying and understanding
ancient cultures within the Mediterranean and Near Eastern areas. Participants in the field schools will gain
three kinds of knowledge through a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
First of all, participants will learn about modern archaeological methodologies of research through lectures, onsite digging and data recording processes under the guidance and experience of professional archaeologists.
Secondarily, participants will learn through a series of lectures and site/museum visits about the cultural aspects
(archaeology, art, history, religion etc.) of the ancient societies that produced the architecture and objects
that they will be excavating during the stay.
Moreover, participants will achieve a perspective about the contemporary cultural trends of the host country
by meeting local students and residents, who will join the excavation project, as well as by visiting different
places of historic and cultural relevance and exploring a number of other lifestyle aspects during their stay.
The courses are offered in collaboration with the Center for Ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern Studies
(CAMNES).
Field Schools are held in English and have no prerequisites: no archaeology experience/knowledge of Italian
language is required. Field Schools require five/six days involvement per week including lessons, archaeological
activities and visits.
CONSULT THE ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL BROCHURE FOR FURTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION. It is your
responsibility to make sure your home institution will grant you credits for the courses.
Mark the Field School of your choice.

Continue on reverse.

Ü

Please answer the following questions and submit to LdM Student Services + Academic Relations along with
your LdM Study Abroad Program Application.
1. What anthropology courses have you taken?

2. What classics studies courses have you taken?

3. What archaeology field experience have you had, if any?

4. In what ways might this experience be useful in your career development?

5. Describe any physical condition(s) you have that may be aggravated by hot weather, dust, or working
outdoors.

